
New York: 5 Gallery Exhibitions Explore Work of Artists 
Amanda Williams, Vivian Browne, Shikeith, Alberta Whittle, 
Alanis Forde, and Akilah Watts
by Victoria L. Valentine | June 23, 2022

IN NEW YORK CITY, five must-see exhibitions are dedicated to Amanda Wil-
liams, Vivian Browne, Shikeith, Alberta Whittle, Alanis Forde, and Akilah 
Watts. The artists work in a variety of mediums, most promiently painting. The 
group includes three artists who hail originally from Barbados; Shikeith and 
Whittle are presenting their first solo exhibitions in New York; and three of the 
gallery shows close this weekend:

Vivian Browne, “The Gathering,” 1971 (acrylic on canvas, 55 x 65 inches / 139.7 x 165.1 cm) © Vivian Browne, Courtesy 
RYAN LEE Gallery, New York, and Adobe Krow Archives, Los Angeles



Vivian Browne: Africa Series, 1971-1974 @ RYAN LEE Gallery, 515 West 26th 
Street, Between 10th an 11th Avenues | May 6 –July 1, 2022

In 1971, Vivian Browne (1929-1993) traveled to West Africa, a profound 
experience that transformed her practice. When Browne returned to New York, 
her work shifted from figuration largely to abstraction. “The expression was an 
abstract idea–not an abstract of a particular thing, but an abstract of a particular 
feeling, of a particular surrounding and an experience,” Browne said. The colors 
were much more heightened; the use of pattern was there because that was 
pervading everything that I saw or reacted to in Africa.” The exhibition presents 
eight paintings and five works on paper from her rarely seen Africa Series. None 
of the works have been shown publicly since 1993 and they are on view together 
for the first time since 1974. A fully illustrated catalog featuring an essay by 
Leslie King-Hamond documents the exhibition.

“This exhibition is a timely opportunity to consider the omission of 
African American artists from the discourse on abstraction, as well as the 
position African art occupies iwthin the spectrum of American Modernist 
traditions.” – Leslie King Hammond



Looking Back at Vivian Browne’s Shift to Abstraction 
by Cassie Packard | June 13, 2022

The lively colors and patterns in Browne’s Africa painting series hint at the depth 
and breadth of visual stimuli that she experienced traveling to West Africa.

The eight paintings and five works on paper that comprise Vivian Browne: 
Africa Series 1971-1974, Browne’s second solo show at RYAN LEE Gallery, were 
prompted by the artist’s first trip to West Africa in 1971. At the time of her visit, 
the Florida-born, New York-based figurative painter and printmaker, then in her 
40s, was at the tail end of her first major body of work: over 100 paintings and 
drawings of pathetic and grotesque Little Men, all of whom were White. As she 
labored over this scathingly clear-eyed series, Browne was hard at work outside 
the studio as well, pushing for a more equitable world. A founding member 

Vivian Browne, “Umbrella Plant” (1971), oil on canvas, 48 3/4 x 40 3/4 inches (all images © Vivian Browne, courtesy 
RYAN LEE Gallery, New York, and Adobe Krow Archives, Los Angeles)



A number of diasporic artists involved in the Black Arts Movement in the United 
States visited Africa in the 1970s, including such notables as Faith Ringgold and 
Howardena Pindell. For Browne, who was particularly interested in studying 
Nigerian and Ghanian sculpture, the trip — an extended stay involving six weeks 
at the University of Ibadan in Nigeria with additional travel to locales including 
Benin and Ghana — was remarkably generative, spawning the Africa series, her 
second major body of work. Browne has cited the influence of environmental, 
emotional, and sonic landscapes on her practice, and has also made paintings 
pertaining to time spent in China and California. However, her experience in 
West Africa “was such an emotional uplift,” she told artist Emma Amos (quoted 
by Dr. Leslie King-Hammond in the current exhibition catalogue), that it 
impelled her to shift toward abstraction, as if figuration alone was too flimsy a 
container for the magnitude of her joy.

of the Black Emergency Cultural Coalition (BECC), Browne participated in 
protests against grossly exclusionary exhibitions at the Whitney Museum and 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1968 and 1969 that failed to include work 
by Black artists; in 1972, she would become BECC’s co-director. She was also 
integral to Where We At, a collective formed in 1971 by Black women artists 
interested in creating a network of mutual support.

Vivian Browne, “Benin Beauty” (1971), watercolor and ink, 17 3/4 x 24 inches



Bodies don’t disappear in these works, but rather materialize in many guises, 
from a trio of readily identifiable planar women in “The Bathers” (1971) (likely 
a nod to Paul Cézanne, whom Browne greatly admired) to a gallimaufry fea-
turing a mask-like face, disembodied arm, chartreuse phallus, and fragmented 
horse in the large-scale “Assistant to the Chief ” (c. 1973), to a swooping orange 
C-curve with an otherworldly single eye in another sizable acrylic, “The Chiefs 
Attendant” (c. 1972). Browne had already established herself as a colorist, but in 
the Africa series, she introduced an even bolder palette. While the drawings and 
etchings on display, including the grayscale gouache and ink depiction of bath-
ers, are relatively subdued in tone, the paintings are shot through with fuchsia, 
lime, papaya, and aquamarine hues; often, she opted for acrylic instead of oil 
so she could paint at a faster pace. Irrespective of media, patterns blossomed: 
works on view teem with swathes of zigzags, wavy lines, polka dots, tiles, and 
even irregular rows of what resemble tiny eyes, hinting at the depth and breadth 
of visual stimuli that Browne experienced on her travels.

Vivian Browne, “Assistant to the Chief ” (c. 1973), acrylic on canvas, 52 3/4 x 64 3/4 inches



Anticipating the portrayals of trees that would occupy the artist in her last de-
cade, flora and fauna abound. Vegetation Browne encountered appears in vari-
ous forms: as a repeated, decorative leaf motif in “Diversities” (1973), energetic 
arched lines in “Umbrella Plant” (1971), and flat green blocks in “Shango King-
dom” (1972). In “Abstract Forest” (1974), an oil painting that is smaller in scale 
and darker in hue than its acrylic counterparts, an enigmatically crepuscular, 
loosely patterned, all-over green-brown murk is peppered with errant vines; 
to the left of the frame, a strip of orange diamonds reads as reptilian, evoking 
vipers and adders. Notions often tied up with landscape painting — from the 
espousal of manifest destiny to the imposition of an exoticizing vision — are 
absent here. Instead, this quietly inexhaustible little painting is a rich terrain in 
which to lose oneself.

Vivian Browne, “Abstract Forest” (1974), oil on canvas, 22 1/2 x 20 3/4 inches



Artist Vivian Browne’s Tantrum-Throwing Subjects 
Epitomize White-Male Privilege
by Victoria L. Valentine
May 12, 2019

WHEN AFRICAN AMERICAN ARTISTS were weighing issues of race and representation in 
the 1960s, Vivian Browne (1929-1993) went in a unique direction. She began making drawings 
and paintings of white men in various states of rant, rage, and rebellion. Their white dress shirts 
and neckties indicate a certain professional status. They are men of privilege and power whose 
behavior is debasing.

Considered her first major body of work, Browne called the series Little Men. Her subjects 
clench their fists and cross their arms in frustration, guzzle sloppily from bottles, and grasp their 
crotches pleasuring themselves. One holds his mouth wide open performing a vocal tantrum. In 
“Seven Deadly Sins,” a subject literally puts his foot in his mouth. Another work is titled “Wall 
Street Jump,” indicating the social realm, mindset, and financial status of its subjects.

The expressive images make a political statement about white male patriarchy. Meanwhile, 
Browne’s masterful use of color serves a variety of purposes—defining space, indicating emotion, 
and guiding the viewer’s eye.

The scenes that unfold across the 50-year-old works portray stereotyped personas that resonate 
today, calling to mind 21st century phenomena—the actions of those who might rail against 
“reverse” discrimination, the shameful and more blatant behavior exhibited by targets of the 
#MeToo Movement, and the brazen conduct of the current President of the United States.

“Seven Deadly Sins” (c. 1968) by Vivian Browne



BORN IN LAUREL, FLA., Browne grew up in New York City, specifically South Jamaica, 
Queens. She earned a master’s degree from Hunter College and was a professor of art at Rutgers 
University for more than two decades. Her peers included artists Emma Amos, Benny Andrews 
(1930-2006), and Faith Ringgold.

“Vivian Browne: Little Men” was on view recently at Ryan Lee Gallery. It was the first solo show 
of her work since 1999. The New York gallery began representing Browne’s estate in December 
and presented the exhibition a couple of months later.

The body of work reflected her views and observations as an African American woman at the 
time. Civil rights laws were newly enacted, but little had changed and women’s rights remained 
elusive. The Little Men series captured how many felt, but few actually expressed on canvas. 
Browne did so with abandon, making nearly 100 drawings in addition to the paintings.

She discussed her unique subject matter with Amos, who is also represented by Ryan Lee. The 
conversation was published in the journal Art and Influence (1986), which was edited by Leo 
Hamalian and James V. Hatch. Browne said, “During the Civil Rights Era, one had to paint black 
themes, black people, black ideas. I didn’t…I was painting my kind of protest, but it didn’t look 
like black art…Then, I was painting these little old white men.”

Installation view of “Vivian Browne: Little Men,” (Feb. 21 – March 30, 2019), Ryan Lee Gallery, New 
York, N.Y. Shown, From left, “Seven Deadly Sins” (circa 1968), Little Men (works on paper), and 
“The Dancer” (1968). | Courtesy Ryan Lee Gallery



BROWNE INITIATED the Little Men series in 1965. During the period, many African American 
artists were struggling to strike a balance between a desire to make important, complex art 
work and an urge to reflect their experiences and the state of race in America. They sought 
to determine their purpose, establish agency, and gain access to institutions or shun them 
altogether and start their own.

She was on the frontlines in New York, fighting for equity and inclusion for black artists and 
women artists. Browne was an original member of the Black Emergency Culture Coalition 
(BECC). Formed in 1969 by several artists including Andrews, Browne, Romare Bearden, Cliff 
Joseph, Norman Lewis, Ed Taylor, and Henri Ghent, director of the Community Gallery at the 
Brooklyn Museum, among others, BECC held major New York museums to account for their 
lack of diversity.

The group’s goal was to increase representation of African American artists in collections and 
exhibitions and open up opportunities for African Americans in museum leadership and 
curatorial ranks. BECC engaged with the Whitney Museum of American Art, Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, and Museum of Modern Art on these matters and when the results were 
unsatisfactory, members picketed the institutions.

Browne was also an early member of Where We At, a collective of black women artists established 
by Kay Brown, Ringgold, and others, who came together to improve their professional prospects. 
She participated in the Women’s Caucus for Art and helped produce a special issue of Heresies 
(a feminist publication about art and politics) that addressed racism in the feminist movement.

One of the outcomes of BECC’s meetings and negotiations with the Whitney Museum was the 

VIVIAN BROWNE, “The Dancer,” 1968 (oil on canvas, 54 x 48 inches / 133.4 x 123.2 cm). | Cour-
tesy Ryan Lee Gallery



institution’s commitment to mount a survey exhibition showcasing works by African American 
artists. “Contemporary Black Artists in America” was organized by Robert M. Doty, a white 
curator at the museum. Doty visited Browne’s studio in 1970 to view her work for possible 
inclusion in the show.

From left, VIVIAN BROWNE, “Little Men #15,” circa 1967 (acrylic on paper, 23 3/4 x 17 3/4 inches 
/ 60.3 x 45.1 cm); and “Little Men #92,” 1967 (acrylic on paper, 23 3/4 x 17 1/8 inches / 60.3 x 43.5 
cm). | Both Courtesy Ryan Lee Gallery

RYAN LEE GALLERY commissioned Jordan Karney Chaim to write an essay about Browne’s 
life and work. In “‘Painting My Kind of Protest’: Vivian Browne’s Little Men,” she described the 
encounter with Doty, citing sources from Browne’s archives. Chaim wrote:

In late 1970 Robert M. Doty, the sole curator of Contemporary Black Artists in   
America, visited Browne’s studio, ostensibly to select work for the exhibition, though Browne 
recalled he walked directly from the front of the studio to the back, and left without saying a 
word. That day Doty encountered Browne’s Little Men, a series of oil paintings and acrylic   
drawings she began in 1965.

Later in the essay, Chaim continued:

…Nevertheless, despite Doty’s visit to Browne’s studio in 1970, the Little Men did not end up 
in Contemporary Black Artists in America. Perhaps he was among the viewers made un-
comfortable by their subject matter, possibly because as art historian Howard Singerman has 
suggested, they resembled him too closely.
The exhibition was the subject of some controversy and misinformation. Based on its agree-
ment with the Whitney, BECC expected the museum to consult with black curatorial experts. 
With the understanding that didn’t happen, about one-third of the artists pulled their work 
from the show, BECC organized a panel discussion with black art professionals at the Studio 
Museum in Harlem, and also staged a counter exhibition. That show, “Rebuttal to the Whitney 



Museum Exhibition: Black Artists in Rebuttal,” was presented at Acts of Art, a small gallery 
founded by African American artist Nigel Jackson in Greenwich Village.

VIVIAN BROWNE, “Wall Street Jump,” 1969 (oil on canvas, 59 3/4 x 46 inches / 154.9 x 121.9cm). 
| Courtesy Ryan Lee Gallery

SELECTIONS FROM BROWN’S Little Men series were featured in the “Rebuttal to the Whit-
ney Museum Exhibition” (1971) and “Tradition and Conflict: Images of a Turbulent Decade, 
1963-73” at the Studio Museum in Harlem (1985). More recently, a painting from the series 
was included in “Acts of Art and Rebuttal in 1971” (2018) at Hunter College, Browne’s alma 
mater. The exhibition revisited the 1971 protest show.

Chaim’s essay opens with an excerpt from an undated artist statement in which Browne said: 
“In the final analysis, my paintings are about me, my dreams, my world, my way of transform-
ing what I see and think and feel into form with color and texture arranged to suit my sense of 
proper balance and arrangement,” Browne wrote. “This sense of righteousness is neither Black 
nor White, yet it is both, for I am a Black woman painting with an esthetic language learned 
from white man [sic].”

Ghent, the curator who was among the founding members of BECC with Browne, conducted 
an oral history interview with her in 1968 for the Smithsonian’s Archives of American Art.

He asked Browne what was next for her. Ghent said: “What are your plans for the future as an 
artist? Do you want to tell me about it?”

Browne responded: “I have one big plan and that is to get into a gallery, a gallery stable. And 
to become known as an artist. And not female and not anything else, you see, an artist. Or I 
would say and artist who is black.” CT



Vivian Browne
by: Zack Hatfield
May, 2019



Goings On About Town: Art
by J.F.
March 13 - 19



New York Galleries: What to See Right Now
Georg Baselitz takes on other artists’ self-portraits; Vivian Browne’s “Little Men” is a blast from 
the past; Enrico Riley’s ‘New World’ paintings; and Pamela Colman Smith, beyond the tarot 
cards.
March 13, 2019
By: Jillian Steinhauer

There’s no shortage of contemporary art being made about President Trump, but it can 
be hard to find work that feels insightful. “Little Men,” an exhibition at Ryan Lee gallery, 
offers a useful reminder: Some of the sharpest commentary on present-day issues can 
come from the past.

In 1965, the artist, educator, and activist Vivian Browne (1929-1993) began a series 
titled Little Men. Considered her first major body of work, it consists of oil and acrylic 
paintings of white-collar middle-aged white men, 14 of which are on view at Ryan Lee. 
They’re dressed in button-down shirts and ties, but they don’t act professionally; instead 

Vivian Browne
Through March 30. Ryan Lee, 515 West 26th Street, Manhattan; 212-397-0742, ryanleegallery.com.

“Seven Deadly Sins” (circa 1968), the pièce de résistance of Vivian Browne’s show at Ryan Lee.Creditvia Ryan Lee 
Gallery and Adobe Krow Archives



the men suck their fingers, touch themselves, dance and wail.

The figures are nondescript, Everyman types — an impression bolstered by the way 
they’re painted, in muted colors and with thick, expressionist strokes that blur them 
almost to the point of becoming apparitions. “Little Man #102” (1967) is a screaming 
conglomeration of passages of energetically applied paint, his head dissolving into 
lighter tones and the neutral background. The pièce de résistance of the show is “Seven 
Deadly Sins” (circa 1968), a frieze of ghoulish types lost in their own afflictions.

Ms. Browne’s work can look sketch-like, but it is carefully considered. As a member of 
the Black Emergency Cultural Coalition and the black women artists’ collective Where 
We At, she saw firsthand how such white men were powerful, common and utterly 
unexceptional. She knew they represented a societal problem beyond themselves. And 
she took up parody and painting to give it a form. It’s remarkable just how current this 
50-year-old series feels today, as we continue to contend with “little men” who insist 
loudly that they are big.



Vivian Browne 
21 Feb — 30 Mar 2019 at the Ryan Lee in New York, United States

6 MARCH 2019

RYAN LEE is pleased to announce Little Men, its first exhibition of the work of Vivian 
Browne (1929-1993). Browne is part of an important generation of African American 
women artists of the mid-twentieth century whose powerful, socio-politically driven 
work defined an era of activism and transformation in American art. Like many of her 
contemporaries, recognition for Browne is long overdue—a fact further underscored 
by the unsettling relevance of her work some fifty years after its creation.

Little Men, comprised of large-scale paintings and works on paper, is considered to be 
Browne’s first major body of work, and remains distinct from the rest of her oeuvre. The 
series depicts a succession of aging white men—corpulent, wrinkled, and balding—in 
various states of frustration and rage. These little men are expressively colored blurs 
of motion, often seeming to be caught mid-tantrum. In Seven Deadly Sins (c.1968), 
Browne’s seven male protagonists flail and yell; they voraciously eat or drink; one sucks 
his thumb, while two others appear to have exposed themselves. One sullen figure 
stands on the back of a woman who is splayed out on the floor as she looks pleadingly 
out at the viewer.

Browne’s Little Men were a political statement. They were the product of a lifetime spent

Vivian Browne, Two Men, 1968. Courtesy of RYAN LEE Gallery, New York and Adobe Krow Archives, Los Angeles.



enduring the inequities of life in a patriarchal society. Browne had been an active force 
during the civil rights movements of the 1960s and 1970s, serving on the executive 
committee of the Black Emergency Cultural Coalition (BECC), co-founding the feminist 
cooperative gallery SOHO 20, and participating in the editorial collective that produced 
a special issue of the feminist journal Heresies, which grappled with racism within the 
feminist movement. She described the forces that generated Little Men to Henri Ghent 
in a 1968 interview: “[t]here were some things in my life that I had always tried to skirt 
over and not make important, but they became so important that I couldn’t overlook 
them any more. One was the fact of being a female in a male society.” And though, as 
Browne discussed with friend and fellow artist Emma Amos in 1985, Little Men didn’t 
obviously align with what she understood as the black art of the period, Browne was 
indeed engaging in a painterly form of activism. She explained that “[d]uring the Civil 
Rights Era, one had to paint black themes, black people, black ideas. I didn’t…I was 
painting my kind of protest, but it didn’t look like black art…Then, I was painting these 
little old white men.” Though most works in the series are simply numbered, titles like 
Wall Street Jump (1969) reveal that these little men are likely big wigs, executives, who, 
despite their inheritance of white male privilege, remain unsatisfied and are incapable 
of controlling their anger, outbursts, and impulses. The image of Browne in her studio 
thoughtfully composing each of these paintings, making nearly one hundred related 
drawings, echoes the endurance that women—particularly women of color—have long 
cultivated in the face of such privilege and inequity.

Vivian Browne (1929 Laurel, FL – 1993 New York, NY) was an American artist 
known for her sociopolitical portraits and abstract paintings inspired by her travels. 
Browne received numerous awards throughout her life, including a MacDowell 
Colony Fellowship and recognition as a Distinguished Teacher of Art by the College 
Art Association. In 1986, Mayor Ed Koch of New York City honored her for her 
achievements in the arts, and in 1990, she served as a Fulbright Panelist. Browne’s work 
is held in numerous public collections including the Hatch-Billops Collection, Emory 
University, Atlanta; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Smithsonian American Art 
Museum, Washington, DC; Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New 
York; and Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford. Most recently, Browne was featured in 
Acts of Art and Rebuttal in 1971 (2018) at Hunter College, which revisited the 1971 
protest exhibition organized by members of the Black Emergency Cultural Coalition 
in response to the Whitney Museum’s refusal to appoint a black curator for their 
survey Contemporary Black Artists in America. She was also included in the Brooklyn 
Museum’s exhibition We Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical Women 1965-85, which 
traveled to Albright- Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo and Institute of Contemporary Art, 
Boston (2017-2018).

.



RYAN LEE
515 West 26th Street, ryanleegallery.com
Tue - Sat 10am to 6pm
MUST SEE
Vivian Browne
Little Men (1966-70)
February 21 - March 30, 2019 
Reception: Thursday, February 21st, 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm



Editors’ Picks: 9 Great Art and Design Events This Week
February 19, 2019
by Galerie Editors 
Pioneer Works presents a new group show, and Wendy Red Star gives an artist talk at the 
Brooklyn Museum

Here are Galerie’s picks of the must-see art and design events in New York City this 
week, from a new group exhibition at Pioneer Works to an artist talk by Wendy Red 
Star at the Brooklyn Museum.

1. Vivian Browne: Little Men
Ryan Lee Gallery

Some five decades after their creation, works by the 20th-century African-American 
artist and activist Vivian Browne will finally be highlighted. This particular series of 
sociopolitical paintings and works on paper, considered the artist’s first serious works, 
depict aging, disgruntled white men and speak to the frustration Browne felt at the 
patriarchal and racial inequalities she endured during her lifetime.

Where: Ryan Lee Gallery, 515 West 26th Street

When: Thursday, February 21, 6:30–8 p.m.

Vivian Browne, Wall Street Jump, 1969.
Photo: Courtesy of Ryan Lee Gallery



The tremendous, hellish vision is impossible to ignore. It begins with a fat white man wearing 
a puckered expression across his leathery face, sitting indignantly with his arms bent atop 
his knees. He’s tormented about something—although we don’t know what—and his boiling 
frustration, channeled through his beady black eyes, will surely drive him to rise with rage. Next 
to him is another large man, standing in a wrinkled, white, collared dress shirt, fitted with a red 
tie that bleeds down from his swollen neck. His head is thrown back, and a lumpy nose rises 
above his closed mouth, which seems certain to open to emit their collective primal scream.

When Robert Doty, a curator at the Whitney Museum of American Art, saw this painting, 
titled Little Men, in the studio of the artist Vivian Browne in 1970, he didn’t care much for the 

Acts of Art and Rebuttal in 1971
by PAC POBRIC November 1, 2018



picture. Ostensibly, he was willing to include Browne’s work in a show he was organizing at the 
time titled Contemporary Black Artists in America. But his trip to her studio was made with 
little enthusiasm. He was already in the final stages of planning his show, and as the artist later 
remember, he saw the painting and “left without saying a word.”

Browne and her colleagues in the Black Emergency Cultural Coalition (BECC) had little reason 
to trust Doty. They had already been let down by institutions before. The group was organized in 
January 1969 to protest the Metropolitan Museum’s disgraced Harlem on My Mind exhibition, 
which purported to survey the New York neighborhood as the center of Black cultural life from 
1960 to 1968. Yet it had not a single painting nor sculpture by a Black artist; instead, it was 
an ethnographic show, full of documentary photographs and artifacts, the kind of display that 
“should be in the Museum of the City of New York, The New York Historical Society, or some 
similar place,” as Romare Bearden wrote.

Yet the BECC had met some success. After the Whitney failed to include any Black artists in its 
exhibition The 1930s: Painting and Sculpture in America, the group put together a set of demands 
for the museum including a major show of works by Black artists in 1970–71; five one-man 
shows a year in the museum’s small lobby gallery; and a black curatorial staff “to coordinate 
all such endeavours.” The Whitney, it seemed, was listening—at least in part. After a series of 
meetings between the two sides, the major survey show was put on the calendar.

Yet when it came time to appoint a curator, the Whitney equivocated. The BECC demanded a 
black consulting curator from outside the institution be involved, the museum said it would do 
so “wherever feasible.” And with that convenient escape door, the museum appointed Doty, a 
white curator, as the sole organizer of the show, skirting any additional external consultation. 
By the time Contemporary Black Artists in America opened in 1971, fifteen artists had dropped 
out and the BECC organized a series of protests and a counter-exhibition of forty seven artists, 
Rebuttal to the Whitney Museum Exhibition: Black Artists in Rebuttal, which opened at the Acts 
of Art Gallery in Greenwich Village.

Ten of these artists—including Browne, Ademola Olugebefola, Richard Mayhew, and Cliff 
Joseph—are now part of a show at Hunter College examining this episode in the history of 
American art. (Joseph’s brilliant and searing painting Superman [those who claim power over 
others are bereft of true power], which depicts a skeletal figure holding a Klansman’s robe while 
standing before American and Confederate flags, is alone worth the visit.) The show is organized 
by Howard Singerman and Sarah Watson, and is accompanied by an illuminating and essential 
catalogue.

Shows such as these are a necessary corrective. In the first place, rebuttal exhibitions have a 
long and rich history. Courbet organized one of his own work to dissent from the Exposition 
Universelle in 1855. More recently, Sculpture by Women in the Eighties at the University of 
Pittsburgh in 1985 was a rejection of that year’s Carnegie International.

Even more deeply, shows like these emphasize that we do not see only with our eyes. The New 
York Times critic John Canaday’s skewed reception of the Whitney and rebuttal shows in 1971 
(“the trouble with artists who are interested in social causes is that they are likely to run to 



exaggerated oratory at the expense of acceptable syntax”) arose at least in part through what he 
was already willing to accept before he stepped foot into either gallery. It is the same with Doty’s 
rejection of Browne’s painting. Perhaps, as Singerman suggests in the catalogue, the curator 
disliked her works “because he saw himself portrayed in them”—as (in the words of Michele 
Wallace) “white, old, decadent, empty and dead.” This is largely speculation. But there is no such 
thing as pristine vision, as Acts of Art and Rebuttal in 1971 makes so clear.



Vivian E. Browne Is Now Represented by Ryan Lee Gallery
BY Annie Armstrong 

POSTED 10/10/18 9:58 AM

The collection of artist Vivian E. Browne 
is now represented by New York’s Ryan Lee 
Gallery, which has planned its first solo 
exhibition of the artist’s work for February 
2019.

Next year’s Ryan Lee show will be the first 
Browne solo exhibition in nearly 20 years, 
and it will feature works she made in the 
1960s and ’70s. The show will center around 
her first major body of work, “Little Men” 
(1966–70), a series of paintings depicting 
abstracted, infantilized white business men in 
various states of anger and frustration—they 
are shown sucking their thumbs, flailing their 
arms, and yelling.

Mary Ryan, one of Ryan Lee’s owners, told 
ARTnews, “We feel strongly committed to 
championing women and their contributions 
to art history, and we think Vivian’s work has 
a particular resonance to today’s ongoing 
conversations regarding feminism and race.”

The gallery also represents artists May Stevens 
and Emma Amos, who were in a feminist 
collective called Heresies with Browne 
that was active from 1977 to 1993, the year 
Browne died. That collective’s work has been featured in recent exhibitions such as the Brooklyn 
Museum’s “We Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical Women 1965–85,” and Lee said that interest 
is growing for work by artists of that generation. “Vivian’s story is unfortunately a familiar one 
of being left outside the mainstream art world because she was a woman and because she was 
black,” Ryan said, adding that scholars and curators are finally beginning to turn their attention 
to these “groundbreaking artists of the 20th century.”

Vivian Browne in her studio in 1971.
COURTESY JEANIE BROWN/ RYAN LEE GALLERY NEW 
YORK AND ADOBE KROW ARCHIVES LOS ANGELES



Group Show at Brooklyn Museum
September 14, 2017

Artists: Emma Amos, Camille Billops, Kay Brown, Vivian E. Browne, Linda Goode Bryant, 
Beverly Buchanan, Carole Byard, Elizabeth Catlett, Barbara Chase-Riboud, Ayoka Chenzira, 
Christine Choy and Susan Robeson, Blondell Cummings, Julie Dash, Pat Davis, Jeff Donaldson, 
Maren Hassinger, Janet Henry, Virginia Jaramillo, Jae Jarrell, Wadsworth Jarrell, Lisa Jones, 
Loïs Mailou Jones, Barbara Jones-Hogu, Carolyn Lawrence, Samella Lewis, Dindga McCannon, 
Barbara McCullough, Ana Mendieta, Senga Nengudi, Lorraine O’Grady, Howardena Pindell, 
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Smith, Carrie Mae Weems
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For years, the work of Black women has been overlooked and ignored.

Since the beginning of time, Black women have been the backbone of our country’s political 
and cultural movements. But our contributions have often been reduced to merely a footnote in 
history. The Brooklyn Museum’s new exhibit, We Wanted A Revolution: Black Radical Women 

The Revolutionary Work Of Black Women Moves 
To The Forefront In New Brooklyn Museum Exhibit
by VERONICA HILBRING April 27, 2017



1965-85 seeks to change that.

Highlighting the important work of Black women artists, the exhibit explores the political, social 
and cultural works of art during the second wave of feminism. The diverse group of artists and 
activists of the time worked at the intersection of art, politics and social justice. With over 40 
pieces of artwork, sculptures, photography, film and writings, the exhibit explores the work of 
a variety of women of color. The artists featured in this exhibition include Julie Dash, Vivian E. 
Browne, Linda Goode Bryant, Carole Byard, Elizabeth Catlett, Barbara Chase-Riboud, Ayoka 
Chenzira, Christine Choy and Susan Robeson and many more.

MacArthur Foundation winner —  photographer Carrie Mae Weems’ — integral work is one of 
the high points of the exhibit. Weems’ first collection of photographs and photo-text art “Family 
Pictures and Stories, 1978-1984” was a direct response to the controversial report by Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan, The Negro Family: The Case for National Action, which effectively blamed 
the deterioration of Negro society on a dysfunctional and weakened family structure.

Weems incorporated her own family from her hometown of Portland, OR to refute the Moynihan 
Report and create a realistic portrait of Black family life.

Brooklyn born artist Lorna Simpson is well-known for her photo-text artworks. During the 
80s and 90s, Simpson’s work was displayed all over the country. Simpson’s “Waterbearer” piece 
from 1986 is featured as a representation of the work of Black women. The photo is of a young 
girl pouring water seemingly without a care in the world. The text below reads “She saw him 
disappear by the river, they asked her to tell what happened, only to discount her memory.” 
Simpson most recently created the artwork for Common’s album Black America Again.

Toni Morrison’s seminal piece, “What the Black Woman Thinks About Women’s Lib,” in New 
York Times Magazine is also featured. The piece explored Black women’s unique relationship 
with women’s lib. The text is one of the first pieces to dissect white feminism and Black women’s 
apprehension to the feminist movement of that time.

In 1971, Morrison said, “There is also a contention among some Black women that Women’s Lib is 
nothing more than an attempt on the part of whites to become Black without the responsibilities 
of being Black.”

The importance of that text is understated. It reads though it had been written today and the 
original magazine is on display.

Black artists of the time created the Just Above Midtown (JAM) gallery to display the work of 
Black artists. Filmmaker Linda Goode Bryant and artist Janet Henry began producing the Black 
Currant magazine to document the experimental work of the artist community whose works 
were featured in JAM. The magazine was the first of its kind to show the vast and exceptional 
tapestry of Black Art. Black Currant later became B Culture with the early works of influential 
writer Greg Tate.

Organized by Catherine Morris, Sackler Family Senior Curator of the Elizabeth A. Sackler 



Center for Feminist Art, and Rujeko Hockley, the multimedia exhibit features films, video art, 
photography, paintings, sculptures and more. The exhibition is the first of its kind to primarily 
focus on the voices and experiences of women of color during this pivotal moment in history.

We Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical Women, 1965-85 will be on display at the Brooklyn 
Museum from April 21 to September 17, 2017.



One reason for the hullabaloo around Dana Schutz’s painting of the murdered Emmett Till in 
the current Whitney Biennial is the weakness of the work. It looks half-baked, unresolved. Like 
a lot of recent “political” art, it doesn’t try for a weight suitable to, and therefore respectful of, 
its racially charged, morally shattering subject. The result, to use one writer’s words, is “a tasty 
abstraction designed purposefully or inadvertently” to evoke an image of “common oppression.”

To Be Black, Female and Fed Up With the 
Mainstream
by HOLLAND COTTER April 20, 2017

Where We At’s “Cookin’ 
and Smokin’” poster, from 
1972. 
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Actually, those dismissive words weren’t written about the Schutz painting. They were written 
in 1970 by the African-American critic Linda La Rue about the vaunted cross-cultural embrace 
of the second-wave feminist movement. The writer eyed with deep distrust the movement’s 
assumption that it could speak with authority for all women, including black women.

Ms. La Rue’s words are in the catalog for the exhibition “We Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical 
Women, 1965-85” at the Brooklyn Museum. And her critical perspective is one that to a large 
degree shapes this spare-looking show, which takes a textured view of the political past — a past 
that is acquiring renewed weight in the immediate present when the civil rights gains, including 
feminist gains, of the past half-century appear to be up for grabs.

Whether those gains have ever not been up for grabs is a question to consider, though the show 
asks more specific historical ones. Such as: What did women’s liberation, primarily a white, 
middle-class movement, have to offer African-American women in a country where, as late 
as the 1960s, de facto slavery still existed; a country where racism, which the movement itself 
shared, was soaked into the cultural fabric? Under the circumstances, to be black, female and 
pursuing a career in art was a radical move. 

The show starts in the early 1960s, with the formation in New York City of the black artists’ 
group Spiral, composed mostly of established professionals — Romare Bearden, Norman Lewis, 
Hale Woodruff — who debated the pros and cons, ethical and aesthetic, of putting art in the 
service of the civil rights movement. In all the talk, at least one political issue seems to have been 
passed over: the group’s gender bias. Among its 15 regular members, there was only one woman, 
the painter Emma Amos — then in her early 20s and one of Woodruff ’s students — who would 
go on to make important political art.

By the time Spiral dispersed in 1965, the social mood of the country was tense. Black Power 
consciousness was on the rise – you’ll find a detailed account of its growth in the exhibition “Black 
Power!” at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture — and art was increasingly a 
vehicle for racial assertion. The multidisciplinary Black Arts Movement took form in Harlem and 
spread to Chicago. There it spawned a subsidiary group called AfriCobra (African Commune of 
Bad Relevant Artists) which, with its interweave of black nationalism, spirituality, free jazz and 
brilliantly colored patterning, had a wide, sparks-shooting embrace. Yet it attracted relatively 
few female participants. Two — the prolific printmaker Barbara Jones-Hogu, and the fashion 
designer Jae Jarrell, who painted directly on her clothes — are in the show.

By the 1970s, feeling the pressures of racism from outside the African-American world, and the 
pressures of Black Power sexism within it, female artists formed their own collectives, without 
necessarily identifying them as feminist. One of the earliest, called Where We At, was initiated in 
Brooklyn in 1971 by Vivian E. Browne, Dindga McCannon and the redoubtable Faith Ringgold. 
After organizing what it advertised as “the first Black Women’s art exhibition in known history,” 
the group turned its second show into a benefit for black unwed mothers and their children.

The practical generosity of that gesture said a lot about how a distinctive African-American 
feminism would develop. Black collectives were embedding themselves, at street level, in 



communities, running educational workshops, scrounging up funds for day-care centers, and 
making inexpensive art — graphically striking posters, for example. “Our struggle was primarily 
against racial discrimination — not singularly against sexism,” said the painter Kay Brown, a 
Where We At member.

Her measured words barely hint at the hostility felt by some black artists toward a mainstream 
feminist movement that in their view ignored the black working-class poor and sometimes its 
own racism. And anger sometimes comes through in the work. It does in the fierce hilarity 
of a short 1971 film called “Colored Spade” by Betye Saar that flashes racial stereotypes at us 
like rapid-fire bullets, and in a funky 1973 assemblage called “The Liberation of Aunt Jemima: 
Cocktail,” by the same artist, which turns a California wine jug with a “mammy” image on one 
side and a Black Power fist on another, into a homemade bomb.

As the 1970s went on, black women began to participate, with their guard always up, in feminist 
projects like the all-woman A.I.R. Gallery and the Heresies Collective, at least until they 
were reminded of their outsider status. At the same time, they found a warm welcome at Just 
Above Midtown, a Manhattan gallery opened by Linda Goode Bryant in 1974 to show black 
contemporary art. Archival material related to this remarkable space, which closed in 1986, fills 
one of the exhibition’s several display cases and makes fascinating reading, as does a vivacious 
interview with Ms. Bryant by the critic Tony Whitfield reprinted in a “Sourcebook” that serves 
as an exhibition catalog.

Major pieces by artists whose careers Ms. Bryant helped start and sustained — Maren Hassinger, 
Senga Nengudi, Lorraine O’Grady, Howardena Pindell — appear in galleries devoted to the late 
1970s and ’80s, when an unprecedented amount of mixing was in progress. A multiculturalist 
vogue brought women and African-American artists into the spotlight. In a kind of parody of 
tolerance, the Reagan-era culture wars attacked artists across gender and racial lines. So did the 
H.I.V./AIDS epidemic.

The show ends with heirs to the Just Above Midtown generation. Some of them — Lorna 
Simpson, Carrie Mae Weems — we know well. Others, like the great dancer Blondell Cummings 
and the Rodeo Caldonia High-Fidelity Performance Theater, we need to know more about. And 
the exhibition, organized by Catherine Morris of the museum’s Elizabeth A. Sackler Center 
for Feminist Art and Rujeko Hockley, a former curator at the Brooklyn Museum now at the 
Whitney Museum of American Art, at least encourages us to learn.

And it leads us to at least one broad conclusion: that the African-American contribution to 
feminism was, and is, profound. Simply to say so — to make an abstract, triumphalist claim — is 
easy, but inadequate. It fails to take the measure of lived history. The curators of “We Wanted a 
Revolution: Black Radical Women, 1965-85” do better than that just by doing their homework. 
They let counternarrative contradictions and confused emotions stand. The only change I would 
make, apart from adding more artists, would be to tweak its title: I’d edit it down to its opening 
phrase and put that in the present tense.



The first exhibition featuring the work of exclusively black women artists took place in New York 
in 1971 - it was titled “Where We At.”

Artists Vivian E. Browne, Dindga McCannon and Faith Ringgold organized the grassroots show, 
which featured the work of 14 artists at a Greenwich Village gallery run by artist and dealer 
Nigel Jackson. The exhibition’s success inspired the participating artists to form a collective, 
called WWA for short, who together went on to orchestrate other exhibitions, panel discussions, 
seminars and art workshops for local youth and incarcerated individuals. The cooperative went 
on to coordinate shows, publications and community events well into the 1980s. 

While the WWA artists adhered to many of the dominant ideologies of second-wave feminism 
- equal pay for women, equal representation for women artists, equal respect for women’s work -  
they aligned themselves with the black arts movement above the women’s liberation movement, 
which was led, for the most part, by white middle-class women.

Almost 50 years later, an exhibition devoted to the revolutionary impact of black female artists is 
now on view at The Brooklyn Museum. Titled “We Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical Women, 
1965–85” the exhibition picks up six years before WWA and concludes 14 years after, including 
the work of 40 artists who grappled with the political, social and aesthetic implications of 
making art as a woman of color.

The show guides viewers through the black women artists who, without artistic antecedent or 
support from white male-dominated artistic institutions, went on to create work that is avant-
garde, fearless, joyful, radical, angry and invigorating - and often all at once. The exhibition is 
radically diverse in terms of the techniques and media included, which include performance, 
film, video art, conceptual art, photography, painting, sculpture and printmaking. The styles 
too run the gamut, from Barbara Chase-Riboud’s abstract sculpture, which resembles an inky 
ballgown as much as an impenetrable shield, to Emma Amos’ earth-toned painting of a couple 
slow dancing in their living room. 

The discrimination women artists of color face is not something of the past. In a climate where it 
is still difficult for most people to name five women artists, black women continue to be under-

An Exhibition Dedicated To Black Women Artists Is Now On 
View In Brooklyn
Their influence on contemporary feminism and contemporary art is 
nothing less than cosmic.
by PRISCILLA FRANK April 20, 2017



represented on museum walls, auction blocks and in history books. Today collectives like Black 
Women Artists for Black Lives Matter and Black Art Incubator rigorously hold the art world 
accountable for its prejudices and blind spots.

This exhibition honors the black women who laid the groundwork for such contemporary artists, 
activists and artist-activists, whose influence on contemporary feminism and contemporary art 
is nothing less than cosmic.

“We Wanted a Revolution: Black Radical Women, 1965–85” runs until Sept. 17 at The Brooklyn 
Museum as part of the institution’s “Year of Yes.”
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